The 'morphology' denotes, according to Goethe, the change of dynamictotalistic forms of living-organic matters, plants and animals in their development.
Its key-words are 'Urtyp' (original form) and 'Metamorphose' (metamorphosis).
By using this idea we elucidate characteristics of the "Hokke-Proper" :
1. Genese (source and its growing process) in an unorganic sense of traditional "L otus Sutra" with 28 chapters, where the "Hokke- Proper We examine further the dramaturgy, comparing with that of French classicism, the symplifying laws of 'trois unites' , in order to embosse a psychlogical process :
-471 -1. 'The unity of the action' can be applied, in case of the "Hokke-proper" , to stress the consequence of context, through which the author delineates transforming inner incidents of 5 skandha as main theme. 2. 'The unity of the place' is observed to limit the scene in one place : the Gridra-mountain and the Middle-Heaven far above it, except a momentary image of the world of ten directions. 3. 'The unity of time' to limit the event in one day, in spite of the supertemporary metaphors .
But, in order to emphasize the particularities of this drama, the author introduces originally fantastic dramaturgies, which one could call an anti-classic, indeed, baroque style : ... the appearance both, of the unimaginably colossal stupa, and of 60,000 Bodhisattva from the Earth.
In conclusion, the doctrine and practice of Gautama Buddha and of the "Hokke- 1. Owing to the overestimation of 'vijnana' as the conscious dharma (law), neither the so-called Hina-yana characterized with 'nirvana-sunyata' nor the Mahayana with 'prajna-sunyata' could realize rightly the panca skandha? both of Sakyamuni and of Hokkeshi, the node of which is 'samskara' , (parting of the ways of making a right judgement or a wrong one), a judgement forming-function, unconscious itself but produces thorough self-consciousness ; so that both schools interpreted the 5s kandha nihilo-pessimistically or metaphysically. 2. The miracle of "Hokke-Proper" proved, ironically enough, to have, as we introduced above, been never interpreted, except by the Japanese private scholar, Tominaga, but misunderstood by successors, above all, by the Maha-yana school, to become with many annexations, the means of deification of Buddha.
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